
HAMLET: THEME PERFORMANCES

So tell him, with the occurrents, more and less,
Which have solicited. The rest is silence.

-Hamlet

Hamlet beseeches his loyal comrade, Horatio, to inform the young Fortinbras of the tragic events that hath 
plagued the kingdom of Denmark before he dies. It is his final request. 

Horatio obliges and eulogizes his friend’s life. Fortinbras listens. Fortinbras is intrigued. Fortinbras makes his 
own request.

He asks Horatio to perform the Tragedy of Hamlet to the audiences of the world. He asks him to be 
creative, yet slightly skewed, in his re-interpretation of the ‘facts’ during each performance. 

He asks Horatio to perform the Tragedy of Hamlet through the lens of _____________ (insert thematic 
element here).

Horatio agrees. But he is stuck. He does not know how to put it all together. He needs help. He enlists the 
Players (see the Mousetrap scene – Act 3.2) to help him put together a short, engaging performance.

TASK + PURPOSE: to re-interpret the tragically sad tragically sad tale of the Prince 

of Denmark through the lens of **insert thematic element here** by using a minimum of 10 lines and 1 

major soliloquy/speech related to **insert thematic element here**; to work independently to compile 

usable textual resources to develop an original piece of creative prose; to work cooperatively to 

prepare an original piece of creative prose for an engaging performance in front of a live 
audience; to produce a professional-looking poster that symbolically reflects the tone of a 

thematic element

INDEPENDENT TASKS

1. Sign up for a THEMATIC ELEMENT in William Shakespeare’s, Hamlet.  

2. Listen to Act One, Act Two and Act Three. Note lines that reflect your chosen element. Use the 
following format to easily reference lines in the text (act/scene/lines 3.4.23-25).

3. View the film version critically. Be aware that the film version is abridged and adapted and may 
not follow the original text faithfully. Identify parts in the film that relate/reflect your chosen 
thematic element. Refer back to the text to find usable lines. 

4. Finish reading the play (acts 4 and 5). Note any lines that reflect the thematic element. 

5. After listening, reading, and viewing Hamlet, consider how the play is a play about <<insert thematic 

element here>>. Write a strong, original thematic statement based on your analysis of the text, for 



example: the mind's conflict between shadow and self creates a paralyzing No Mans Land frozen by 
indecision. 

6. Imagine Hamlet in 2010. Imagine Horatio telling the story to a contemporary audience. Imagine a 
setting. Imagine what the roles of the main characters will be. 

7. Think about two songs that reflect the tone and/or content of the thematic element and the 
creative prose. Briefly annotate why/how the songs reflect the tone and/or content the thematic 
element and creative prose.

8. Compile a list of 10 (minimum) lines – FROM ALL ACTS – and one speech/soliloquy from the play 
that you feel best reflect the thematic element.

9. Begin writing an original narrative (creative prose) that tells the story of Hamlet through the lens 
of  <<insert thematic element here>>.

10. Use the lines and speech/soliloquy in your writing. The words can be “remixed” and abridged. 
Refer to the exemplar for guidance for example.

11. Think about two songs that reflect the tone and/or content of the thematic element and the 
creative prose. Briefly annotate why/how the songs reflect the tone and/or content the thematic 
element and creative prose.

12. Examine past texts - essays, poems, short stories, novels - and start appropriating strong, colourful 
and vivid words and expressions that you feel capture the tone, mood and atmosphere of <<insert 
thematic element here>> and your creative prose.

13. Add rhetorical language (i.e. original metaphors) and rhetorical sentence patterns (i.e. antithesis, 
anaphora) to your writing. 

14. Word process your narrative. Highlight the words/expressions used/appropriated from the texts 
(Hamlet and past texts). Provide a list at the end of your narrative that identifies the words/
expressions appropriated from past texts and at least part of the passage used from the Hamlet  
Identify the act/scene/lines for each passage. There must be evidence of using a breadth of the 
text and not a single scene/act/or speech.

COOPERATIVE TASKS: NEGOTIATION + DRAMATIC 
READING

15. Come together with the other element members. Read each narrative. Revise each narrative and 
recommend improvements for each narrative. 

16. Decide as a group which narrative has the most theatric/cinematic potential. This does not 
necessarily reflect the narrative that is the best written or that will get the best written assessment 



by the teacher the selection should be based on which narrative has the most opportunities to be 
read dramatically.  

17. Prepare the narrative for a dramatic reading consider the processes used during the the 
preparations for the dramatic poetry readings, such as: props, style, movement, tone and lighting.

18. Choose two songs from the ones compiled by the individual group members. The songs should 
compliment or dramatically juxtapose the tone of the narrative. These songs should be included, at 
least partially, in the performance. Write a brief rationale for choosing these particular songs over 
the other suggestions. 

19. Create a professional-looking poster. The poster should not be overdone or use clip art 
characters/symbols. The poster should be thematically and symbolically reflective of the narrative.  
The poster should have a unique title that reflects the thematic element. The poster should be no 
smaller than a full 8x11 sheet of paper and no larger than a 11x17 sheet of paper. Refer to the 
exemplar for guidance. 

20. Submit ALL components in the following order:

____ poster (shrink to 8x11 format)
____ song rationale
____ individual narratives (creative prose), including: individual annotation of two songs and 
     lists of words/phrases/expressions used



INDIVIDUAL : PERFORMANCE 
 ORAL STRAND                                               /10

____________ cooperation during work periods

____________ use of clear, audible and confident voice

____________ use various tones, levels of of expression/enthusiasm

____________ use of body language/movement

____________ songs are connected thematically/symbolically to the text and narrative: annotation is clearly 
             and analytically communicated

____________ preparation during performance 

INDIVIDUAL: CREATIVE PROSE
  LITERATURE STUDIES + READING / WRITING STRAND             /10

____________  knowledge of text (content) and thematic content

____________  lines reflect thematic element; lines are used originally and creatively

____________  use of form (grammar, organization; paragraphing)

____________  use of original and creative language (metaphor, juxtaposition)

____________  communicates re-interpretation of thematic element creatively, originally, and uniquely

COOPERATIVE : PREPARATION + PERFORMANCE 
  ORAL / MEDIA STUDIES STRAND                              /10

____________ choice of narrative indicates understanding of dramatic (oral, non-verbal) potential

____________ preparation before/during performance; unity amongst group members

____________ creativity of narrative interpretation

____________ originality of “skew” and performance

____________ tone of performance reflects or dramatically juxtaposes the thematic element

____________ originality and creativity of professional looking poster

____________ poster symbolically reflects or dramatically juxtaposes the thematic element

____________ communicates rationale for song choices with clarity and sophistication



DISTRACTED GLOBE: THE TRAGEDY OF HAMLET
by: Horatio E. Geist

The room is lit through a curtain-less window by the dusky haze of mid autumn afternoon. The gritty, 
anonymous waves of sounds from the street below trickle in on sporadic wind currents. The sounds of 
urban whispers fill the room like random ghost visits. An echo chamber for the exterior blurts and interior 
breaths. 

The room itself is sparse. Decor Minimale. There is a twin bed jutting out from the wall. Taut, starch white 
sheets reflect the foggy hue of the room. An olive green canvas blanket is fitted to half way up the bed. 
It's a militaristic presence. There is a black shirt, pair of black trousers and a long black trench coat neatly 
folded in three piles. Centred on the wall behind the bed is an abstract ink drawing on luminescent white 
canvas.  

The animate presence in the room embodies the stark sterility of the furnishings. Taut. Naked and still. He 
stands before the only other furnishings in the room. A full length mirror and a four-drawer dresser, where 
a cell phone, wallet, watch and a silver ring are placed in a row. The mirror reflects his inert, uniformly 
pale frame and juxtaposing thatch of brown hair. His eyes stare intently into his alter eyes staring back 
from a face sicklied over with the pale cast of thought. His spine is inked with a cross shaped tattoo 
formed from the letters:  h  a  m  l  e  t  I I . The last “I” is circled and crossed out in fresh 

black ink. The wound is red and raw. 

He is Hamlet. 

He looks into the mirror. The undiscovered country stares back. A counterfeit presentement. His moment is 
stolen by the thoughts. He knows his mind. It is bourn upon this picture of his frozen face. 

I am the tragedy to be. I am the tragedy not to be. 

He is locked in his own perpetual paradox. 

I am hamlet. But what am I? An actor? Or provocateur? A punk or raconteur? An inky black cloak shadows 
my eyes. So tired. His pale icy blue eyes whisper to me. Swear. Swear. 

He winces. The pain unbearable. A maelstrom of stimuli charging his mind. Overload. Frozen. Static. 

This distracted globe. He speaks to me. I am silent. He incites me. I am methodical. My passion, dormant.  
Some craven scruple fusts in me. Unused. I am not godlike. I am not. I am not a dog blinded by my bestial 
oblivion. Ah. That I am not. I am frozen. There must be some method to my madness or my thoughts will 
be bloody and nothing worth.

The mirror reflects the wincing. The frigid discomfort. But not the maelstrom. That is inconspicuous. An 
antic disposition for the world to regale. 



Hamlet glances at his phone. The screen alights. A celebration. Anonymous faces. Familiar visages. His 
friend Horatio smirking in skeptical delight. He hears her voice through the madness and frivolity. A bluesy 
and sultry voice over a swampy slide guitar. She’s singing to him. So I ran to the mountains/Ran as far as 
I could/Got to find a new life. Ophelia, his smoke fairie. The nostalgia makes him twitch. He can’t see her. 
Her voice is the soundtrack. He examines the screen looking for her shadow. Her silhouette. She remains a 
ghost narrating the events. The frame blackens and instantaneously illuminates. He sees his mother. Smiles 
and tender. Playful and dizzy. She glances towards the screen and rolls her head. Her beautiful hair flowing 
hypnotically. She casts her spell. Hamlet watches the scene. It seems endless, but it ends. A shadow masks 
the screen. It starts moving out towards his mother. A figure emerges as the pulse of the sultry voice, 
haunting the air, snarls, So I ran to the devil/He was waiting/I ran to the devil/He was waiting/I ran to the 
devil/He was waiting/All on that day/Oh yeah/Sinnerman. It’s Claudius - his uncle - who walks into the 
frame. He’s horny. And drunk. And charming. And wrapping his mother. His mind blurs. The sultry voice 
echos in his thoughts. 

Claudius. Uncle. Claudius! More than kin, less than kind. A pestilence on you. Mad rogue. Now how abhorred 
it is in my imagination. My mother and you. And sweat. The image will plague me. Forever. 

Hamlet refocuses and stares again into his alter eyes. 

I see my father’s stone. Marked by a king’s cross. Alone in a lost patch of weeded chaos. I see his body 
burnt and purged away. Sulfrous and tormenting flames biting his bones. He’s whispering to me. Again. The 
flames dance to the cadence of his voice. Swear. Swear. 

The mirror reflects the illuminated screen and his shadowed face. Two stories in an unweeded garden. 
Reality. And the mind. 

His mother is dancing. Free. Her body a woman's not a mother's. His uncle's eyes are on her. Observing 
his prize. His brother's wife. Seeming-virtuous to the eyes of her cut-out spectators. A ghost in the eye of 
her son's thoughts. 

That incestuous, that adulterous beast.  

The icy blue eyes whisper to me. Swear. Swear. My father. His torment. His unhouseled, unaneled souI 
imprisoned in ether. The dead’s No Man’s Land. My mother. My uncle. Inviting me into their incest. Their 
roguish orgy, while my father’s bones will burn eternal. No ashes to free his soul. Sick. Sick. I am sick. I 
know what he wants. I know. Bit can I? Swear. Oh, rest. Rest, perturbed spirit. 

Hamlet cuts the image. His mother and his uncle vanish. Their reality deleted. The screen displays static. 
His father’s ashes. 

The room turns black.  A muted urban whisper echoes in the dark. Swear. 

Static. Illumination.



LINES FROM HAMLET

To be, or not to be... But that the dread of something after death, the undiscover'd country from whose bourn no 
traveller returns, puzzles the will... is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought 

3.1.64-98

Look here, upon this picture, and on this, the counterfeit presentment
3.4.64

'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother, nor customary suits of solemn black
1.2.80-81

That capability and godlike reason to fust in us unused. Now, whether it be bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple of 
thinking too precisely on the event,

4.4.40-43

Though this be madness, yet there is method in 't. Will you walk out of the air, my lord?
2.2.223-224

O, from this time forth,  my thoughts be bloody, or be nothing worth!
4.4.68-69

As I perchance hereafter shall think meet to put an antic disposition on
1.5.191-192

A little more than kin, and less than kind
1.2.67

A pestilence on him for a mad rogue!
5.1.184

And now how abhorred in my imagination it is!
5.1.193-194

When I to sulf’rous and tormenting flames must render up myself
1.5.6

Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature are burnt and purged away. But that I am forbid to tell the secrets of 
my prison-house

1.5.17-19

Tis an unweeded garden, that grows to seed; things rank and gross in nature possess it merely.
1.2.139-141

Ay, that incestuous, that adulterate beast... The will of my most seeming-virtuous queen... O Hamlet, what a falling-off 
was there! ... Cut off even in the blossoms of my sin, unhousel'd, disappointed, unanel'd,
1.5.49-98

Rest, rest, perturbed spirit!
1.5.204



ANNOTATED SONG BIBLIOGRAPHY

Simone, Nina. “Sinnerman.” Pastel Blues. LP. Philips Music, 1965.

Sinnerman is a traditional American recording popularized by the jazz/blues singer, Nina Simone. It has had 

many incarnations throughout the years, however, Nina Simone’s rambling and roaring rendition about a sinner 

in search of redemption, is the version that resonates loudly when reading Hamlet. The ideas in this song 

mimic the conflicts that plague the two main characters in William Shakespeare’s, Hamlet - the conflict of 

conscience. This crisis of faith - conflict of conscience - results in a similar fate for Hamlet, Claudius, and 

SInnerman; a fate in the pits of hell. 


